
Who Let the Gods Out? Chapters 25-26                                                            Date: 19th of June 2020

Chapter 25- All That Glisters

Vocabulary Why does Virgo leap ‘triumphantly’? What does incandescent mean? 

Inference Who does Pegasus go to get? 
Why would Mr Macgregor’s eyes burst out of his head? Why is Elliot shocked when he gets 
into the house? How does Elliot know that Patricia is lying?  

How does Elliot initially feel when he finds out Patricia has cleared his debt? What feeling 
does this turn into? 

Predict Predict how Elliot will use the Earth Stone. 

Explain Explain how the Earth Stone makes Elliot feel. 
Explain what happens when Elliot asks the Earth Stone something. Explain what the Earth 
Stone does when Elliot gets angry with Patricia. 

Retrieve What does the Earth Stone look like? 
What is the ground covered in after Elliot asks for treasure? What have Josie and Patricia 
been eating? 

Summarise Summarise Patricia’s actions and explain how they make you view her as a person. 

Chapter 26- The Cave Of Sleep And Death

Vocabulary What does ‘my patience wears thin’ mean? 
Find a phrase that shows Hypnos likes it when his brother is angry. Why does Thanatos look 
at Elliot ‘admiringly’?  
What is a ‘stalactite’?

Inference Do Thanatos and Hypnos like each other? 
Why does Hypnos not think Thanatos is fun anymore? Did Thanatos lie about poisoning 
Elliot?  
What makes Elliot muster some last bits of strength? How does Elliot defeat Thanatos? 
How does Elliot feel at the end of this chapter? Why? 

Predict Looking at the title, whom might this chapter revolve around? Predict what might happen 
before reading it. 

Explain Explain why Elliot has gone to Thanatos. Do you think it is the right choice? 

Retrieve Name Hypnos’s failings. What is Hypnos most bothered about? Why can’t Thanatos kill 
Hypnos?  
What does Thanatos offer Elliot? In exchange for what? 

Summarise Summarise the events of the chapter. 


